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PREFACE

The Sea Grant Colleges Program was created in 1966 to
stimulate research, instruction, and extension of knowledge of
marine resources of the United States. In 1969 the Sea Grant

Program was established at the University of Miami.

The outstanding success of the Land Grant Colleges Pro-
gram, which in 100 years has brought the United States to its
current superi. or position in agricultural production, was the
basis for the Sea Grant concept. This concept has three ob-
jectives: to promote excellence in education and training,
research, and information services in the University's disci-
plines that relate to the sea, The successful accomplishment
of these objectives will result in material contributions to
marine oriented industries and will, in addition, protect and
preserve the environment, for the enjoyment of all people.

With these objectives, this series of Sea Grant Technical
Bulletins is intended to convey useful research information to
the marine communities interested in resource development quickly,
without the delay involved in formal publication.

While the responsibility for administration of the Sea
Grant Program rests with the Department of Commerce, the respon-
sibility for financing the progra~ is shared equally by federal,
industrial and University of Miami contributions. The study,
The Laboratory Studies of Sex Recognition in the Blue Crab
Callinectes sapidus Rathbun, is published as a part of the Sea
Grant Program. Graduate research support was provided through
a National Defense Education Act Fellowship.
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XNTBOSUCTION

The blue cra'b, Callinectes ~sa ious Rath'bun, has long phgred an

important role in the commercial fisheries of the eastern coast of

the United States. This marine decapod cru.stacean is the basis of the

largest crab fishery in America, with a total catch in 3.969 of

329,900,000 pounds valued at $32,200~000. Because of' the importance of

this fishery, an enormous literature exists on population dynamics,

growth rates, fishing gears~ fishery economics~ and general biology

and ecology of the blue crab  see Cronin, et al., 1957, for an

extensive bibliography!. This species has also been studied to some

extent by physio3ogists. However, as is the case with many commercial

species, the ethology M C. ~sa live 1s not well knmm, an& yublisheC

experimental studies of its behavior are few. This thesis concentrates

on the problem of sex recognition during courtship~ a sub!ect about

which little information is available for most groups of aquatic

decapods.

I became interested. & the problem of' sex recognition in

Callinectes after obserring, ha the field, a sale ~C ~sa ious peMoIminE

an apparent visual display in courting a female, The male stood Mgh

oa his walking legs~ with both chelipeds spread wide apart, and. waved

his swim~r paddies from side to si4e over the top of his carapace.

At intervals he wouZd throw himself backwards and kick up a cloud of

sand. 3: subsequent3y observed a similar~ if not identica3., disp3sy



performed by a male Callinectes mar iaatus.

The male's display aroused my interest for three reasons:

1! There is no adequate description of the courtship of

~C ~sa idus in the literature. Line many other commercial species, the

blue crab has been largely ignored by behavioral scientists.

2! Xt has long been accepted that sex recognition in the

Portunidae is 'based mainly on tactile and chemical stimuli~ and this

is thought to be the general rule for most fully aquatic crustacea.

Sch5ne �.968! states, "Xn general mechanisms of social communication

in aquatic forms /of decapodsg seem to be based predosdnant3Z on tactile
and perhaps chemical sensations, whereas in send.-terrestrial forms

visual s+ns play an important role." This generalization is large~

based on the oMer Mterature, much of which is inconclusive, Xn view

of the complex and, seeming+ visually-mediated courtship display of

C. ~sa idus l felt that a re-investigation of sez recognition in this

species wouM 'be of interest.

3! X wanted. to find out if sex pheromones play a part in the

courtship of C. ~sa idus as such pheromones have recentiy 'been

demonstrated,  Rien, 1966! in the closely related genus Portunus.

We specific objectives of this study were as follows:  a! to

compile an ethogram  a detailed catalogue of species-typical action

patterns! of the reproductive activities of C. ~sa idus and  b! to

determine experiment~ the role of the olfactory, visual, and contact

chemical senses in sex recognition, and to estimate the reLative

haportance of each.



A possible role of sound or vibrational sthmGf. in the court-

shtp of C. ~sa 1&us was uot studied because of tuse lfultattous an6

a lack of appropriate eguiyuent, This was not felt to be a serious

os.salon, since neither the anatotny nor the behavt,or of this species

indicates that a stridulatory mechanism ls present, Cate crabs were

never observers to rap on the substrate, nor did. they perform azar

other action during courtship which suggested that auditory signals

were being produced.



SUMNKf OF THE GEIM4Q 3ZOIDGY OF

t;M IZKECTES SAPXRJS

Narqr good reviews of the biology of the blue crab are available.

T. wish to provide here only a brief' survey of the life history,

partimQarhg those aspects which are pertinent to the present study.

Nore detailed infortnation can be found in the foM~ papers:

 a! Hay �90$!, Churchill �919!, Truitt �939!, and Van Rngel

�958! for Chesapeake Say area;  b! Porter �.956! for Delaware;

 c! Darnell �959! for LouisianaJ  d! Daugherty �952!, and

Pounds �961! for Texas;  e! Futch �965! and. Tagats  l968! for

Florida.

Oa111nsctes ~sa Mos is a seniher oZ the hraekqruran fast~

Portunidae, or s~ee~ crabs. Xt exhibits the morphological

characteristics typical of most portunids~ such as a transversely

fusiform body and a pair of fifth pereiopods modified for swiss~.

Swimming is accomplished by a rapid sculJlizg motion of the fifth

pereiopods, the terminal segments of which are flattened and

expanded to form oar1ike blades. Swimming is sideways to the rigbt

or left, rarely forward or backward; the chela on the leading side

is flexed while that on the trailing side is extended.

The blue crab is distributed in the western Atlantic from Nova

Scotia to Ursguay  Rathbun, 1930! ~ Xt is coeeen on the East and Gulf

Coasts of the United States from Massachusetts to Texas.



B1ue crabs are generally found in estuaries and in the ocean on

bottoms of mud. or fine sand from the shoreline to a depth of about

twenty fathoms. They can tolerate a wide range of salfnitiesJ and in

F1orida they' are known to penetrate long distances upstream in large

rivers.

Because crabs are covered. by a hard., ca1cified exoskelfstonJ an

increase fn sise can occur onLy when the exoskeleton is shed in the

molting process. Zn preparation for the moltJ a new axoskeLeton is

formed beneath the old one, and in blue crabs it becomes visible

through several parts of the old shell, especially the last two

segments of the swimming legs, By observing the coLor of the new shell

$n these areas, fi.t is passible to estimate when a crab wQ1 molt--a

fact of considerable importance to the present study. Van Znge3.

�.9!8! gives a good, description of these so-called "shecMing sIgns"

which 1 quote here in part.

Around, the outer edges of Lthe last two segments of the
fifth pereiopods7 .. are many fine hairs, called
setae, at the base of which there is a thinJ dark brown
line which represents the outer edge of the hard shell.
Xt is gust inside this brown Line that the colfor of the
new she13. can be observed. The earliest recognised color
stage is the 'white rim' which requires the Xongest time
to shed, from one to two weeks. 9he foMxCxg stage,
'pink rim'J may be expected to shed in three to six days,
Wile the 'red sign' D:rabQ ... will shed. in one to
three days,

Calliuectes ~sa idus exhibits sexual dfaosffffsa iu a uusffex of'

characters, The chelae are larger and heavier in males than in females.

The fingers of the che1ae are red on both the inner and. Outer surfaces

in females, whereas in large males the fingers are white on the outer

surface and blue on the inner, with only the extreme tips being red.



Younger ma1es have more red. on the fingers than o3der males. However,

the color of the fingers varies wide3y in 'both sexes.

Males may be easi3y distinguished from females  at 3east 'by

humans! 'by the shape of the aMomen and by the aMominal appendages.

The male's aiomen is shaped like an inverted T after the mega3ops

stage and, retains this shape thro~3lout the life of the crab. Males

have two pairs of aMominal appendages which are used. Ln copulation;

the shorter of the two pairs is usual' inserted into the longer pair

so that there appears to 'be but one pair of appendages. The aMomen

of young females is triang~r in shape and, bears four pairs of small,

hairless appendages, Xn mature females the aMomen is broadly rounded~

a3most semi-circular, and the four pairs of aMominal appendages are

large ance bear a dense fringe of hairs. Churchill �919! lists other

sexua13y Rimorphic characters of the species, most' minor differences

in measurements.

The change in the shape of' the female aMomen is accomplished.

@~le mb ' » ~se &i-xc"~ ==plOe~g hoX» ' ' x.~- ~8=/18~ '~eath~

puberty molt, while the exoskeleton of the female is still soft, that

ooyulatton usually scours. Female C. ~sa Mus ayysrent~ noser molt

again after the puberty molt, an uncommon characteristic which they

share with only a few other decapods  Carlisle and, Know3csp 3/59! ~

This doe s not

~ ~



this is to kiLl the crab and dissect out the sperm ducts, or to introduce

a female that is ready to mate and see if the male responds.

A fema3e which is about to undergo her puberty molt is picked

up 'by a male while she is in the pink rim or ear3y red-sign stage,

and is carried around by the male for severa3. days until she molts.

The male carries the female by hooking his first walking 3egs under hex'

caxapace. At this time she is right-side-up with the top of her

carapace against the underside of' the male, The male relaxes his ho3ii

on the female as she sheds and hovers over her until she has extricated

herself from the exuvia, Short3y after emerging from the o3d. shell~ the

soW female turns herself over on her back  so that the ventral sides

of both male and female are now in contact! and. unfolds her abdomen

to expose the two genital pores, into which the male inserts his

copulatory appendages. Copulation msy occur Cay ox' night and lasts

from five to twelve hours ox more. After copulation, the female is

again carried right-side-up beneath the male for a period of' two or

more days, during which time her exoskeleton hardens. Females genera13y

mate only once. Sperm will live in the female's seminal receptacles

for at least one year~ to be used as often as the female ~s eggs

 which she may do two or more times! ~ Mating seems to occur year

round in Florida  Futch, 196$; Tsgata, 1968; and Teytaud~ personal

observations! .

Mating usually takes place in estuarine waters. The new3y

adult f'emales then migrate to the ocean to spawn, According to Tagatz

�968!, spawning in north Florida waters usmc,'y takes place within

one to two months after mating in spring and. summer; however, if



females mate in fall or wintez', spawning is delayed unti3, the warmer

temperatures of the fo11owing spring. Females Carry the eggs M a

mass !mme as a "sponge" whi,ch is attached to the p1eopods beneath

the aM.omina1 flap.

Upon hatching, the larvae live in the p~on until the

msga3aps stage, at Mich time they talkee up a benthic existence.

On transformation to the first crab stage, the young begin migrating

from the estuaries to the mating grounds, where they' will mature,

The maximum life span is thought to be about three and one-ha1f years,

but the average is probab+ little more than a year and a ha&.



DEGAPODSg EXCXIJSXVE OZ THE FANZIZ PORTlRCMLE

The problem of' sex recognition in decapods has a lang history

in the Xiterature, but much of the material is anecdotal and.

unsupported by experimental evidence. Controlled experiments to

deters' the nature of the factors invo1ved. in recognition have

seMom been published. Xn several cases in which such work has been

carried. out, the design of the experiments leaves them open to other

interpretations. The only group that has been weU. stud.ied. in regard

to intraspecific sex recognition is the brachyuran family Ocypod.idae,

in particular those crabs belonging to the genus Uca. The senLL-

terrestrial habits of these crabs and their complex visua1 displays

have made them favorite subJects for behavioral research and good

experimental work has been done on sex recognition in vnrious species,

The hermit crabs have recently become the obJect of a great deal of

behavioral research; some of these stud.ies also deal with sex

recognition. Only scattered. observations on sex recognition are

available in the remainder of the order Decapoda, and. the maJority

of these were not made within the context of' a controlled experimental

situation.

Rather than attempting an historical review of the literature

on sex recognition, E shall present here a short suaeery of some

relevant studies, grouped, for convenience under the various sensory



modali,t&s by which information about the sex of the partner is

received, A more detaiZed litexature survey of the Portunidae wiU. be

given in the next section.

03' action

Many authors have postu3ated that sex recognition in various

species is mediated by o&action, i.e. the detection of chemics.3.

stimuli at a distance. However, in no case has this been demonstrated

in a non-port;un' decapod. by controlled experiments. The receptors

for distant chemoreception seem to 'be located on the antennu3as

 Lockwood, 1967!. Authors who have reported this type of recognition

are:  a! Edward.s �966! for the cancrid crab Cancer ~guxus;

 b! Knudsen �964! and Snow and Nielsen �.966! for Cancex mag~ister;
 c! Hughes and Mathiesson �962! and McLeese �970! for the 1obster

Homarus americanus;  d.! Hazlett and Winn �@62! for the snapping

shrimp +nial heus hemptgrU.ig  e! Knud.sen �964! for the grapsid orsb

Contact Ch~rece tion and Tactile Stimuli

When recognition depend.s upon contact between the two partners,

both contact chemoreception and touch are usually implicated. Most

of the body surface of crustaceans is we11 supplied. with receptoxs

responding to tactile stimuli, while contact chemoreceptors are found

on the antennules, mouthparts, and the dactyls of all wa3Jsing 3egs

and the chelae. Therefore it is extremely difficult in such cases to

determine if the animal is using one ox' the other, or both, of these

sensoxgr modalities in sex recognition, and fox' this reason both are

here considered together.



Authors who have reported. this type of recognition are:

 a! E3nflun33 �943! fo' r the shrfmf3 Lean3fer ~suilla  b! Forster

�951! f' or fman3fer serratus  c! Burhenros3f �947! for the shrfmf3

Pa3aemonetes ~~gris.  d! Carlisle �959! for Pandalus borealis,

Many studies have showed that sounds  or substrate vibrations!

are produced. and received by numerous species of decapods. According

to Frogs and. Prlngs �968!, in most cases the camanmication function

of these sounds is questionab3e or unknown. Mo clear-cut evidence of

their use in sexual s<na31ing is available, with the exception of

several species of Uca  Sa3mon and Atsaides, 1968!, Bawdier, various

authors believe that the sounds might be involved in eithex

territorial or sexual signalling, or both, Some of these authors

are:  a! Hazlett and Winn �962! for snapping shrimp,'  b! Linberg

 l955! and Mou3ton �957! for Panulirus spp.;  c! Ha3mon and Stout

�962!, Sa3mon snd. Atsaides �968!, and Crane �957! fox Uca spp.;

 d,! Linsenmair �967! for OcaxxLe saratan.

Vision

Visual recognition of sex has been reported by Bovb!erg �960!

3 9633

the crab  ~ ou1o sfs cruentata anfL by Haslett �966! for the hermit

crab Coenobkta ~cigieatus

The best studied crustacean visual displays are those of

fiddler crabs, Hales have a large claw which is often brightly

colored,, the females do not. This claw is used by males of most



species in terx'itoxial  mala to male! and sexual  male to female!

signa~. The large claw is used In wavtng or beckouing movements

which are extremely stereotyped and. species-specific, combined with

color changes and dancing" in some species. As mentioned In the

previous section, sound may a3.so be produced, usvuQ lg at times when

visual display wouM be Inappropriate.

This is not the place to review the voluminous literature on

~Uca but a few of the more Interesting details wilJ. be noted. Sa3mon

and Stout �/62! tested Uca ~9.Mtor males with models, and found

that any model possessing a ma!or chela elicited aggressive behavior~

but models and ma3a crabs without a ma/or che3a~ as well as fema1es,

elicited sexual display Von Hagen �962$ using mode3.s, found that

he cou3il divide the area around a displa3ring male Uca ~t~eri into

a sexies of concentric zones~ and the approach of a femme thxough

each of these zones produced a distinctive form of display by the

male. In the outer zones, the male would cavort any darius M-shaped

object lacking a maJor chela and moving in a uniform horizonta3.

manner, but inside of a certain radius it was also required to

undexgo rapid vertical mnnament. The re3ative lack of discrimination

in U. tengeri males may be compensated by specificity In the female's

response to the male's disp3ay, The males of each species of Uca

have a very characteristic display pattern in regard to the color of

the ma!or chela and the type and rate of claw wavtng, and i,t is prob-

able that females respond on3y to males of their own species

 aartnoW, 1969! .
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Males of two species of Dotilla  Ocypodidae! apparent+ also

use claw waving to attract females  Altevogt, 3.957!. There is also

a difference in coloration between the sexes in this species.

One of the most unusual and interesting visual displays occurs

in ~Oc ade saratan. Males of this species construct a pyramid of

sand from which a pathway leads to the spiral mating burrow. It is

this pyx~, rather than any feature of behavior or morphology of

the male~ which functions as the primary courtship st~s and directs

receptive females to the mouth of the burrow  Linsenmair, 1967! ~ The

male stridulates on> when the female is very ckose. This is a rare

example of the use of a part of the environment by an animal for

signalling, instead of signalling with its own body.



The earliest published account of courtship behavior in the

Portunid.ae seems to be that by J, D. Mitchell  in Rathbun, 3896!

for Cal11nectes ~sa idus. Mitchell reported that a sale, upon

encountering a breeding female, " . ~ . will elevate himself on

the tips of his 3egs, getting as high from the ground as possible,

extend his claws to their widest extent, supporting himself with

his paddies, and, in this position he will strut size~ and pomp:nxsly

in front of her." Verrill  l908! reported that about l860

I,. Aggasiz mad.e similar unpublished observations on ~C ~aaidus.

M 190$, Hay published a sumnary of what was then known of

the life history oi' ~C ~sa 1&us uherefn he described the manner in

which the maXe carries the fema3a around. prior to copulation, but he

made no mention of a courtship disp1sy, Hay also believed male

~C ~sa idus couid distinguish those females shish mere about to molt,

but he d,id. not suggest a mechanism.

Chidester  l911! conducted. experiments on sex discrimination

using Cancer irroratus aud three species of portunids; Callinectes

~sa 1dus Carcinus maenas and ~Oeali es ocellatus. He tested sen

discrimination in males by rengvrix~ the soft f~s with which they

were copulating and rep2acing them with hard males, hard mature

females, snd, 1n the case oi' C. ~sa 1dus only, females  both hard and soft!
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of the three other species. Chidester found that the males of all

species tested. attempted to copulate with any crab of the same species~

male or female, hard or soft, which vas introduced. by the experimenter

after removal oi' the original i'emale partner. However, male C. ~sa idun

would not attempt copulation with females of the other species, From

these experiments Chidester concluded that the ability of the male

cra'b to distinguish between the sexes is really a matter of inability

to hold and cue with males, and that sex discrimination depends

upon. tactual and kinesthetic cues.

Broekhuysen �937! summarized the literature on sex recognition

in decapods to that date, and conducted his ovn experiments with

Carcinus maenas. He reported that male crabs took no notice of new+

moltecL female crabs in the same container until they came into contact,

when the females vere ~iately seized by the males. Broekhuysen

concluded from this that there was no evidence for distant chemical

attz'action of the male by the female in that species, He also

pushed males and females, both hard. and soft, inta contact with male

~C maenas. The males tried. to copulate with any crab pushed. against

them. Zoom such experiments, 3roekhuysen concluded that males were

unable to distinguish hard. from soW females, or females from males.

Veillet �945! eanerimented with Caroinus maenas and found

that males seemed able to recognize premolt females, apparently by

tactile and. chemical stimuli on contact, Males tested any crab they

came in contact with by pinching it with their chelae, but they vcr&

only carry females about to undergo their puberty molt, or those which

had. Just molted and were still soft. He found no evidence for chemical

attraction at a distance,
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noticed. that whenever he placed a pzem3.t female in a cage containing

several males, the latter began to walk about on the tips of their

dactyls with their bodies elevated at maximum height~ and extended

their chelae. At such times males attempted to puU. whatever crab

they came into contact with, male or female, into the carxying

position. When premolt females were a'bsent, adult males never showed.

this "search" behavior or attempted to seize premolt males or pxemlt

Juvenile females, nor would they show such behavior toward premolt or

soft females of two other species of portun&s, Tha2mdta crenata and

behavior. Ryan showed that search behavior couM be elicited in adult

males by siphoning water in which a preadult female had been kept into

a tank containing the males. Hard~ intermo3.t females served as

controls, and the water in which these females had been kept produced.

no search behavior in the males. Poxthermore, Ryan demonstrated that

it was the urine of premolt females which contained the factor

responsible for releasing the search behavior.

These observations of Ryan's are important in that they

constitute the first well-controlled experimental demonstration of a

chemical sex-attractant, or pheromone, in any decapod crustacean.

Karlson and. Butenandt �959! have defined pheromones as "... sub-

stances that are secreted. by an animal to the outside and cause a specific

reaction in a receiving individual of the same species ~ + ~ y for

example, a definite behavior or a developmental process." In other

words, pheromones are intraspecific chemical signals, and they function
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either by evoking tum4iate behavioral responses {releaser effects! or
by means of endocrine-meCiated effects  primer effects! that alter the

ytqrsiology and subsequent 'behavior of the receiver. In aMition to sex

attractants, other classes of pheromones are known which function as:

alarm substancesp individual and group recognition signals, trail markers,
aggregating or dispersing stimuli, territorial markers~ and, triggering

stimuli for long-term physiological changes. Noae of these latter

c1asses of pheromones has been demonstrated in any decapod crustacean
to Cate.



MATERIALS AND NKBITRSQI'CE' KSKRV

Most of the animals used. in the present investigation were

~asecl from commercial tray fishermen operating in the Card. Bound.

area on the east coast of South Flori4a, I person~ collected a

few crabs near Black Point on Biscagne Bay, Florida 0~ yrepuberty-

molt females, mature females~ and mature males were used in the

experiments.

All crabs vere maintained in the laborato~ at, the Rosenstie3.

School of Marine and Atmospheric Sciences of the University of Miami.

The crabs were kept in large water tables �80 cm X 90 cm X 2$ cm!

prcnrMed with sand and, artificial seaweed for cover, and supplied with

running seawater f?om Biscayne Bay. The water tables were filled to a

depth of' l8 cm

Each water table was equipped with one 60 watt incandescent

lamp, hung 38 cm above the water surface. These lamps vere connected to

an automatic timer which regulated the length of the photoperiod. During

the period, of' preliminary observation of behavior, the tiier was reset

evexy tvo weeks to confoxm to the natural photoperiod,. During the

experimental phase of the work all animals vere maintained on a schedule

of 32 hours of light �600 hours to 1800 hours! and 32 hours of' darkness,

All animals were fed to satiety once every tvo days. Food. usually

consisted of fish scxaps,
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Mature males used in experiments were generally hept in the

laboratory no longer than two weeks. Some animals used ceQg as sources

of scent were kept longer than thi,s. Xamature females were kept until

they underwent the puberty molt.

During the experimental phase of the study, males~ mature

females, and. immature females were maintained in separate water tables,

AU. crabs were marked. with identifying numbers on the back of the

carapace by means of a waterproof felt-tip marker.



Methods

Before an experimenta1 analysis of courtship behavior couM be

undertaken, it was necessary to obtain an idea of the range of this type

of behavior in C. ~sa idus. the suthod X used vas to nahe a catalogue of

the species-typical action patterns compiled from many hours of

observation in the Laboratory. Such a descriptive catalogue of action

patterns is tamed an ~eth ran.

Several early attempts to observe behavior in the field met

with little success because of' the poor underwater visibility in the

estuarine areas where the blue crab is most abundant; I therefore

decided that field. observation was not a feasible approach. I found,

however, that these crabs readily performed courtship and. mating

activities in the Laboratory water tables and, even in 20 gallon aquaria;

X was thus able to carry out most of the work in the Laboratory.

Observations in the fieM were made as chance permitted.

Over a period of approxbmteiy nine months, observations were

made on courtship snd copulatoxy behavior as welk as aggressive inter-

actions, Observation periods covered both d.ay and night ancL different

temperature conditions in samer, autumn, and winter. Films made with a

Kodak K-380 16 mm movie camera were used to supplement written descriptions

of the action patterns. During observation axML filming, an opaque plastic

b1ind was used to shield the observer from view.
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Results

The term ~d.is !la~ as used below, is reserved for those action

patterns which satisfy the following three crI.teria  Wright, 1968!:

 a! The motor pattern is not directly functional M feedIng,
dIgging, insemination, or other non-communicatory activities,

 b! The occurrence of the motor pattern in time and space
is such that it could. usually be sensed by other animals and
thus perform a communicatory function.

 c! The motor pattern is more than an unmodified incomplete
movement from a directly functional motor pattern.

These three criteria arbitrarily exclude the commmicative xo3a

of such things as variations in wiring speed, and body heIght  taken

by themselves! from consideration.

The following catalogue of motor patterns constitutes a

reproductive ethodran for Calltnectes ~sa fdus not tncluded are such

activities as feeding, bux",cawing in the substrate~ etc.~ which are

not of interest in the context of the present investigation. As in

many other species of crabs  8chone, 1968!, certain motor patterns

are common to both agonistic and sexual activities; therefore both of'

these categories are included in the ethogram.

I ~ Agonistic activitiest threat and fIghting

 a! Chela lateral dis .--The chelae are adducted so that, at

the hIghest intensity of the display, they form almost a straIght line

with the meri, of the chelipeds~ which are also held laterally  see

FIg. lA!. The fingers of the chelae are usually herald open. This

$IsyZav is uauylgx.zimn~~.+be ~~~Ax vRcs z&AhmaeW~

substrate. At lower intensities of the display the chelae are heM

pointing more or less anteri.orig, but there seems to be no basis for



Exenples of male and feia1e courtship displays

A. Male performing the chela lateral and, paddling displays.
Note how the body is elevated to nmcbeea heigbt on stiff~ extended
walking legs. The Nyhmn9z~ ~ehQ.es are waved from side to side over
the carapace, and, the chelae are fully adducted.

B. Female performing the waving display while backing
Coward a male, Only one of the chelae is shown in motion, but
both may be used,.
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dividing the display into discrete subtypes as Wright �968a! has done

for other species of crabs. 3: regect "latera1 merus", Wright's �968a!

term for the same display, since in this species the mexi are heM

latera~ most of the time.

At times, o~ one chela may be extend.ed. A crab giving the

display usually faces another crab; this orientation exhibits the

bright blue and white colors on the palms and. distal ends of the meri

in both sexes, and the bright red color of the fingers in females.

The chela lateral d,isplay is shown by males and, females in both

aggressive and sexual contexts,

 h! F/'>Lug.-&alldnectes ~sa ious lacks the rttualized

Qgb~~- ~itxC>= Pvgds!s' e ~=.>MM ..gevih'-+~ 4=:-ttgpj! Mc h.

�,�sesss��endsde,In:::!uIhI,lg/s' �/ne, kgb!, t.e. encounters uhtch,�,,�,,�,,�,
are relatively unstemotyped and, consist of an irregular exchange of

beats. The chelae are very powerful and, fights often result in the

loss of one or more appendages 'by one of the contestants.

3;l. Agonistic activities: d.efense and appeasement

 a! Defense reaction.--The meri of the chelipeds are held

forward at about a 45 degree angle and, the chelae are heM in front of

the mouthparts with the fingers open and pointing med.ially. Sometimes

the fingers are interlockecL. This reaction is generally seen as a

response to aggressive thrusts of the chelae or ta body contact by

another crab ~ The chelae may be used to push the offending crab

away. This pattern is shown by both sexes.



 b! Submissive osture.--The chelae are fully flexed and. heM

close against the mouthparts with the fingers closed~ and the body is

heal very low  the abdomen may be in contact with the substrate!.

Motion, if any, is slow and. creeping. This posture is seen in both

sexes. It is adopted by:  a! individuals which have gotten the

worst of an agonistic encounter,  b! females which are being carried

by males,  c! crabs which have a tendency to fLee,

IXX. Sexual activities: males

 a! Chela lateral dis . � This display is given in sexual

contexts as we11 as in agonism  see description under X. paj above!.

The body is usua~ high~ elevated.. Males give this disp3ay to both

males and females.

 !

raised. vertical over the carapace and, turned so that the fMt side

of the blade faces anterior+; they are then waved vigorous+ from



seems best to regard them as three separate displays for the present,

The falling-back display is given to both males and females.

~ .� Ih MT

side. Xt is typically seen in combination with the chela lateral

display, and is given to both males and females.

 e! Grab.--The male seizes another crab with his chelae,

hoMing it by any part of the body. The behavior preceding the grab

is high+ variable.

 f! Ca~~.--Once the ~ has grabbed another crab he

attempts to puL1 it under him in the ca~~ position, The male uses

the first one or two pairs of walking legs to hold the other crab  which

is right-side-up! against his ventral side, Males carry a female about

in this way until she molts. The male's chelipeds are then held apart

as M the cheka lateral display, except that their tips are a&owed to

rest on the ground when the crabs are undisturbed This action pattern

is also performed ~er copulate.on.

Males may attempt to carry both males and females, but usually

succeed o~ with prennlt females or adult females which have recently

molted. Other crabs struggle violently until they are released.

 g! Beating.--Upon being grabbed and placed in the carrying

position by a male, a premolt female always exhibits a great deal of

cheliped-waving. Males invariably react to such waving by beating on

the female 8 chelae with their own chelipeds~ until the female becomes

quiescent and keeps her chelae flexed against her mouthparts in the

submissive posture.
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 h! C ulation.-&opu3atiou begins shorting aft er the femme has

molted, and $s performed vith the male uppermost and the f~ beneath

him, ventral side to ventral side. Females usually turn themse3ves over

when they are ready to copulate, but the males sometimes assist them.

Eovever, if a male grabs a soft mature female he viLL immediate3y turn

her on her back and begin copQating, The copulatoxy appendages af the

male are a pair of long~ thin pleopods which he inserts in the geni.tal

pores on the sternum of the female.

XV~ Sexual activities:, females

 a! Chela 3ateral d .--As described under X.  a! above.

The chela lateral display is distinguished from the follovtng motor

pattern ZF.  b! by being a giroio~ed extension of one or both chelae.

t! ~-~« I ~

vith the fingers open. A female mqr either face a male while perfoxming

the display~ or turn her back tovan3. him as in Fly, 23. A high+

motivated. fema1e vs%. approach a male, then turn around and. tzy to back

under him, vaving as she does so. The waving pattern is ozQy seen in

premo3.t females during courtshi,p,

times rock the body from side to side during courtship, as described for

th ma3 ~er ZXr.  d!. ru th f~, this action may be comb~ ~th

the chela 3atera3. aud vaving displays.



 d! malta'.� me f~ ~its WXZ be~ am~~ c~Zed m

the male's ~lking legs, extricating hersey from the emvta tCthout

the help of the male, After she has molted~ the female is picked up

by the male and he3d for a short while in the carrying position before

c~tion begins.

 e! ~Co ~ation.� Short> after molting the soft female begins

to turn herself over on her back beneath the male. ~ method. by Mich

she does so is variab36, and she may be assisted 'by the ma3e. Once

she is turned over on her back the female crpens her aMomiual flap,

thus permitting the male to insert his copulatory appendages.



PHEIZbKtQNX EIG%RZMELH'8 ON SK RECOGNITION

To determine whether vision is essential for pairing, I blinded

mature male crabs by covering their eyestalks with opaque black plastic

tape aud allowed them contact with premolt females. The following is

sn account of a typical experiment with a blinded male, Experiments

were conducted in a wooden tank  approximate3y 61 cm X 61 cm X 30 cm!

with a slow circulation of seawater.

I introduced a red.-sign female to the ma3e's tank after allowing

the male 24 hours to ad!est to the tank and his blinded condition. In

movtng about the tank, the mais came into contact with the female,

whereupon he ~iately grabbed her and placed her in the ca~Cng

position. The female offered no resistance.

I then separated the above pair and re~ the female fmm the

tank, replacing her with the molted excskeleton of another feiLe of

similar sise. I pushed the exoskeleton inta contact with the male, but

he made no attempt to grab itg he pushed it away with his chelae instead.

This was repeated three times~ with the same results, The male also

made no attempt to grab the wooden handle of a dipnet when I gently

touched him with it

I net placed a smaU. male in the tank, after removing the

exosheleton. I pushed this ma1e into contact with the blinded maLs,

whereupon the blinded ma1e grabbed the other and tried to place him in



the carrying position. The smaller male resisted, violently and escaped.

The blinded male then began paddling vigorously, and continued paddler.

after I removed the smaller male.

This series of tests was repeated four times, using different

crabs, with eesentia11y the same results. The 'blinded males reacted,

to contact with another crab of either sex by attempting to pull it

into the carr,~ position, but would not respond in this way to contact

with the cast emskeleton of a premolt female, or to contact with

inanhnste objects such as the handle of' a dipnet, W no case did any

male show a sexual response prior to touching another crab.

Five different red.-sign females were blinded with tape and

tested in the same tan!i described. above. After allowing a blhNed

female time to adjust to her condition, a blinded male crab was Mtro-

duced to the tank. Typically, no display was given by either crab unti3.,

about We tank j they c ame into contact w 1th each othe r; then the

male wouM grab the fema1e and tuck her into the carr~~ position.

OccasionaLlly the male's grab mud miss its target, but the females

maintained contact and. made no attempt to escape. X sepemted each

pair after the initial contact and allowed them to find each other

again, Four of the males assumed a chela lateral display ~iate2g

after separation~ and two of them also began padding. Two females gave

intermittent rocking and chela lateral displagrs as they ~ about

the tank after separation; the others gave no display.

Olfaction

To test the reaction of unblended ma1es anii preno].t females to an

olfactory stimulus in the absence of visual and. tactile cues from other
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crabs, I devised the following procedure. The crab to be tested was

placed In a circular plastic tub, approxiaetely 80 cm In diameter and 20

cm deep, filled with seawater to a depth of 32 cm. The floor of the tub

was divtded Into quadrants by painted lines, The tub was drained and.

flushed with fresh seawatex between tests. Seawater from two identica3.

p1astic scent buckets ceQd. be siphmed Into the tub by the experimenter.

An opaque plastic screen with narrow eye-slits shieMed the observer

from views

A test ~sing this apparatus was conducted In the following

manner. The crab to be testeR was placed. In the tub one hour before

the start of a test ~ Xn tests with male crabs, a single red-sign

female was placed, in one of the plastic buckets for two and one-half

hours to serve as a source of scent, and was then removed. before

beginning the test. Another bucket contained unscented. seawatex' as a

control. When testing premolt females~ the source of scent was a mature

male. To begin a test, unscented" watex from one bucket was run into

the tub  flow lasted about two minutes! ~ The activity of the test

animal, measured by the number of lines it crossed. In moving about the

tub~ was recorded during a fifteen minute period des~ted as the

"control period" ~ Chen the scented" water fxom the other bucket was

run into the tub, and observations were mad,e for another fifteen

minutes~ designated as the "experimental period.".

The eight males tested In this manner showed no significant

differences In behavior between the control and experimental periods.

A two-tailed Wilcoxon Matched-Pairs Signed-Ranks Test  Siegel~ 1956!

was used to am~rue the results. The scores for these tests are given

In Table 1.
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TABIZ l,--ActMty of males expressed as number of lines
crossed per 15 minute&.

No

scent
Female

scent
Row

s Looms

1613

Column

59

«Two-tailed Wilcoxon test. T 14.5, not signifi-
cant at %W.G5.

One of the females used as a source of scent underwent her

puberty molt in the scent bucket, but the test make showed no

noticable change In behavior when the water from this bucket was

siphoned into the tub. That the males were not simply unresponsive

to females was shown by Introducing a red-sign female to the test tub

after the end, of an experiment, Xu the four cases in which this

was done~ the male always seized the female and pulled hex into the

ca~ring position shortly after she was introduced, Xn three cases

the female made the initial approach~ in the other case the male

approached the female and grabbed hex'.



TABIZ 2.--Activity of females expressed 4s number of lines
crossed per Q minutesi

Male

scent

No

scent

17

10

Column

«Two-tailed Wi1coxon test. ~, not significant at
CK, W,05 ~

Under the experimental conditions, an olfactory stimulus alone does

not release display behaviox' in eithex' sex, nor does it cause any

sfgnificsnt change in the 3avel of activity of males or females.

Nine different red-s1gn females were tested in the same

apparatus used in the male tests, As in the case of male cra'bs,

there was no statistica~ significant difference in activity

between control and experimental periods. No female gave a display

of any kind during a test sequence, The data for the female tests

are shown in Table 2,
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Once a male has grabbed a red-sign female~ the subsequent

behavior of both indiviiLuals is quite stereotyped axML predictable

EmmeCiate3y fo13awing the grab the male exhibits a brief bout of

paddling and tucks the female under him in the carrIing position,

Ef necessary~ he first turns her around so ~t both crabs face the

same way. Once in the cax~ring position the female invariab3y begins

waving rapM3y, and the male reacts by beating on her che3ae with his

own until she adopts the submissive position with fu13y flexecl che3ae.

The ma1e then adopts a relaxed chela 3atera3. position with the tips

of his chelae resting on the substrate~ a position he maintains until

the fema3e is ready to molt,

However, as X compiled observations for the ethogram, it

became obvious that the behavior leading up to the grabbing of a

premolt female by the male was not so easily predictable, For

examp1e~ some males simp3y grabbed a female with no prior display

at all~ Wile others first gave a chela lateral display, and still

others carried out the entire xepert;oire of che3a iateral~ paMling,

falling-back, and rocking before grabbing the female, The female's

responses were also variable. 5herefore~ it was not c1ear how the

actions of one crab were affecting the behaviox of the other.



One approach commonly used by investigators confronted with this

situation is to test males and females separate3y by presenting them with

various standard stimuli. The experimenter chooses stimulus situations

which he believes have signa3. value and presents them one at a time end

in a uniform manner, then records the responses of the subject. By

pmvtding a constant sthmQus situation~ one is abLe to reduce the

variation in the responses of the test animal, Qy' using diff'erent

stiNLLlus situations~ the experimenter can discover which st~ are

important. in releasing the behavior patterns of interest. X decided to

use this method to investigate the role of visual and olfactory stimn1i in

courtship,

~tialiy~ I used fi3ms of a displaying crab as a standaxd

stimu1us. A 16 mm cour film Loop of a display was pro!ected st,

natural sise on a sheet of rear pro!ection screen, separated true the

side wall of the test tank by cardboard spacers, At the same time

water from a scent bucket was siphoned into the test tank. I found,

however~ that neither male nor fema3e crabs would give any response to

the image on the screen, possib~ because the pro!ection speed of 24

frames/second. which was used. may not have been fast enough to achieve

flicker fusion for the crabs. I abandoned this apparatus and began

using models, which were more successful in eliciting responses.

First Seriee

Methods

I constructed the mod.els used in all the folLowing experineuts

by gluing the appendages of cast ezoskeletons or dried formalin-

preserved, specimens into the desired positions. 9he appendages of al3.



models were rig&3y fixed, The models were then painted with water-

color paints to resemble livixlg crabs as close3y as poseiMe, and the

painted surf'aces were fixed with a clear acrylic plastic spray

 Kxylon!. The entire surface of each model was given two coats of a

cleax plastic compound.  Varathane! which waterproofed ance strengthened

it, The models were mounted. on a piece of' stiff wire passing thxough

the carapace. Three different models~ numbered for convenience

1, 2 and 3, were used in most of the tests  see F+, 2!. NJode3. 1 was

a male in a non-displaying attitude, with f'lexed, chelae and. 3owered

swim paddies, body on3y slight3y raised on semi-f1exe8. legs. Model 2

was a male in sexual d.isplay, with swim paddies raised over the

cazapace, both chelae extended latera13y, and the body raised high on

fu13y extended legs. Rxlel 3 was a mature female in a non-displaying

attitude like l4odel 1, but with bright red fingers on the chelae.

.All three models were of similar size, with carapace widths of

133 mm, 140 mm and 130 mm for NoCels 3.~ 2 and 3 xespectively, Two

other models, 4 and g were used. in the male tests only.

The test apparatus consisted of a pair of 57-liter aquaria

�1 cm X 31 cm X 31 cm! positioned one in front of the other  see

Ffg. 3! and separated by a removable opaque screen, Both aquaria

were filled with 29 liters of seawater to a leve3. of' 16 cm. TLe model

tank was closer to the observex and contained the mode3. being used as

a stimulus. The other aquarium, the test tank~ contained the crab

being tested, For convenience, two Mentical set-ups were used.

The model in use was suspended from the runner of a curtain

rod of the traverse type, equipped with a drawstring by means of
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Miodels 3., 2 and 3, as seen from the position of
481 animal in the test 'CBZLlf

A. Model 1: a non&ispla~~g male.

Model 2: a male perfozming the chela lateral an6.
pad~ displays. Note the apparent increase in size.

C. Model 3i a nonMisyXa>ring female. The f~ers of
the chelae are red.
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Diagram of the apparatus used In the
model experiments

A. Nodel tank

B. Test tank

C, Removable screen

D, Drawstring

E. Opaque Mind

P. Scent bucket

G. Seawater Inflow

H. Standpipe and drain
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which the model cou3d 'be moved from ane side of the madel tank to the

other. An opaque blind, provided with eye-slits, hid the observer

from the animal in the test tank. The test tank vas equipped with a

siphon tube leading to a scent bucket and. a seawater inflow vhich

a11cnmd, the tank to be flushed after every test. A standpipe main-

tained the water at a constant level in the test tank regardless af

any water added from the scent bucket, Lighting vas prov&ed by the
L

four 60 watt flourescent lamps in the ceiling of the laboratory plus

a 200 watt incandescent lamp with a 30 cm reflector hung ane meter

above the model tank.

A test using this apparatus was conducted in the follaving

manner An animal vas introduced to the test tank at 1east one

hour before a test was begun. The animal used as a source of scent

vas p3aced in a scent bucket, containing 7.6 liters of seawater, for

tvo and. one-ha3f hours and. then removed. A test was begun, by

removtng the opaque screen between the two tanks and simultaneous'

starting water flow from the scent bucket into the test tank. Zlov

lasted about two minutes, until the scent bucket was emptied.

The models vere ~, s3ow3y and in a uniform manner, from

one end of the mod.el tank to the other~ at, the start; and at tvo-

minute &texvals thrcep5out the test The responses of the test

animal to the model vere recorded by the observer, using a hand tal3y

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii'iiiiiiIjjjijgiigiijijjJiggijipigjjjijijjjjjjiiijiiiittiilJllgjIiItjjjQllllll[llggljIIIIQI
tank was drained and then flushed with seawater for lg minutes..

Temperatures in the test tank ranged from 22 to 29 degrees C throughout
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this sezies. All testing was carried out between 0900 hours and

3900 hours. A mdnimen interval of three hours was observed

between successive tests with azqr one indivtdua3.,

The first series of tests using this apparatus was designed

as a pilot study to d.etermine the feasibility of further mocLel

experiments. The objective of this series was to find answers to

three questions:  a! Is there a significant difference in the way

blue crabs, male or female~ react to the various sthmiLus situations~

or do they react in the same way to all the stimulus situationsf

 b! How does the presence or absence of olfactoxy cues affect the

way in which ma3es and females react to the models'  c! Do red.-

sign females react differently to the various stimQus situations

than white-sign femalesf

Three models were used in testing white-sign and red-sign

premo3t females: Node3. 1  non-disp~~g ma3a!; Moael 2  male in

padd,ling display!; and. Node1 3  non-di,spl@> ing mature female! ~ Each

model was presented both with the appropriate scent and with no

scent at all--a total of six different stimulus situations In

those cases in whi.ch no scent was used~ unscented seawater was

siphoned into the test tank as a control.

Each female was sub!ected to aU. six stimulus situations. On

several occasions a red.-sign f~ mo3.ted, before completion of the

six tests, These partinQar females were then dropped from the

analysis, The sequence of stimulus situations was different for each

female tested. The response measured was the number of waves per

30-minute test period.



Five models were used in the male tests. Zn aMition to NocLels

3., 2 and. 3, Model L  premolt female in waving display! and. Nod.el 5

 non-disp~Cng premolt female! were used. Each model was presented

bath with and. without the appropriate scent giving a total of ten

stimutus situations to which each male was sub!ected. As in the

fema1e tests, the sequence of stimutus situations was systematic~

varied. ~ The number of attempted grabs, number of falling-back

responses, number of chela lateral responses, and the number of bouts

of paddling were the responses mea~ in ma3e tests.

Results

Mone of the male crabs tested gave a measurable response to

any of the models. After five imlivtduals had, been exposed. to the

full range of stimulus situations with no results, further testing

of males was abandoned, Apparent3y the stimulus situations used

were not adequate to elicit responses from males.

Th8 red-sign fema3JBs, however, responded welJ. ~ 951e sco9%8

of the six ~ivtduals X was able to test under the full range of

conditions are given in Table 3,

As shown in Table 3~ by far the greatest number of waving

responses were elicited. by those stimulus situations in which a male

model was presented together with male scent. Also~ with the

single exception of female number 4  which appeared to have an

unusua13g hIgh level of internal motivation!, no red-sign female

responded in any way to the coibImtion of Niodel 3 plus mature

female scent, This strong' suggested that red-sign females are



capable of d5.scrimixmting between ma3es and mature females.

TABIZ 3.--8esponses of rect-sign, females expressed as number of waves
per 30 minutes

Xn practicaUg al3. cases, red-sIgn females Ignored the models

when no scent was ahled to the test tank, A visual stimulus alone

usually does not release courtship behavior, at least under the

experimental conditions.

Xn marked contrast to the red-sign females~ none of the six

white-sign females tested in the apparatus gave sxqr response to the

stimulus sI.tuations. They simp+ Ignored the model@ as they ~

around the test tank. ThI.s was interpreted to mean that at the white-

sign stage, females have such a low level of internal motivation that

all stimulus situations tested were inadequate to release a response.



Second Series

Methods

Bee first series of model experiments gave valuable information

about the mechanism of sex recognition in premolt females~ but it

suffered fzom two serious shortcomings. First, the experimental design

did. not permit statistical comparisons to be made between the

various pairs of stimulus situations  e,g, Model 1 plus male scent vs.

Noel 3 plus female scent!. The repeated use of a two-sample test

on such data would not be va3.id~ since such a procedure mnQd

capitalize on chance by increasing the alpha leve3.. Second~ because

each female had. to be subJected to all six stimulus situations, a

fu31 test sequence for any given female took three d.ays to complete,

and the data was wasted if the female molted. before completion of the

sequence. Since it can be assumed that the f~'s motivational

leve3. increases as the time of molting draws nearer, the difference

in response scores between a given pair of stimulus situations

wouM probably be greater if they were presented, for GZQH@lep on

the first and third days rather than both on the same day. This

tended to increase the variability of the d.ata.

Specific questions which the first series of experiments left

unanswered were the followttg:  a! Can reck-sign females discriminate

between models of ma1es and mature feIMLLes2  b! Xf red-sign females

can discriminate between ~ encL fema1e models, can they d,o so by

visual cues only2  c! Do red-sign females show an increased intensity

m4 response. Xa. a.~~~~~1 tn a N~l. xi'~ -~eih~e -=~ gybe:-~ Os. w � � � � � � � � ��

non-disp~rLng male mxlel2
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To answer these cLuestions~ I devised, a second, series of model

experiments, utilizing a different experimental design. Using the

same three models as in the first series~ I measured the responses af

red-sign females to the fol3xndmg pairs of stimulus situationsi

 a! NxLe3. 1  non-displaying male! plus male scent vs. hhxlel 3  non-

displsying female! plus female scent.,  b! Model 1  non-displayizqg

male! plus male scent. vs. Model 3  non-displa;~~ female! plus male

scent j   c ! Mode 1 1  nonMispleying male ! plus male scent vs . Miode3.

2  displaying male! plus male scent. Since each pair of stimulus

situations was independent of the others, it was not necessary that

each female be tested on al3. three pairs, The ma!ority of felmQes

molted after completion of one or two pairs of tests; cary four of

the fifteen females used completed &11 six tests.

The order of presentation of test pairs was randomized for

each female by drawing lots; then the order of the stimulus

situations within a pair was determined by flipping a coin. The

responses measured were ~r of waves, number of' bouts of

rocking, and total duration of rocking  in second.s! ~ Scores were

recorded with a hand. t~ counter, a t~ sheet, and. a stopwatch.

Except for the experimental design, the testing procedure and the

apparatus vere identica3. to that used. in the first experimental series,

During the entire second series of model experiments the

water temperature in the test tank varied between 23 and Pf degrees C.

A one-tailed. Wilcoxon Matched-Pairs Signed-Ranks Test  Siegel,

3956! vas used to ana~e the results ~ A one-tailed statistical test

is more powerful then the corresponding two-tailed test, but it



requires that the alternative hypothesis predict the direction of the

difference in advance of the test. The alternative hypothesIs for

each test pair was aa fo&ms:  a! test pair �!--response to Model

 'b! test pair �!--response to Noel 1 p3.us

than to Rxlel 3 plus mQe scent;  c! test y

Model 2 plus male scent is greater than to Nip

For each test pair the null iqgethesis was th

difference in response 'between the two sMmul

Results

Nine replications of test pair �! wer

waves, 'bouts of rocking and total duration of

Tables 4, 5 and 6, respectively,

: run. The data for

rocking are given in

TABIZ 4 - RRRDOY1AAR hf' ~ afcrn P~lcmBC%aacv% ~ cL ~'ha.~ ~P ~m~a hb~

Model 1

 non-disp. ma
ptua ma1e ace

Model 3
 non-disy, female!
plus female scent

Female

Co1umn

sums 594

&ne-tailed Vilcoma '

male scent is greater

air �!-response to

Rel 1 plus male scent.

~t there was no

ls situations ~

21 9
48
28

8

15 2

;est. ~, significant at WW.05.

30
62
67

107
42
55

14O
119
159

3

6 7
8 9

9
53

79
34
40
96

33.7



TABIK 5.-Responses of xe«L-sign females expressed as number of bouts
of rocking per 30 minute& Test pair �!

Model 1

 non-«Lisp. maZe!
plus male scent

Model 3
 non-crisp. female!
plus f~ scent

Bow

sums

~-tailed. Wilooxon test. ~, not significant at QLW 05.

TA3IiE 6 Responses of red-sign females expressed, as total 6uration
of rocking  second.s!+ Test pair �!

Nod.el 1
 non-lisp. male!
plus male scent

Model 3
 non-clisp. female!
plus female scent

Female Row

sums

Wne-tailed. Wilcoxon test, T-9~ not significant at «XW,05 ~

0

2 0
31

0 0

0

5
23

0

2l

132

3

0 0

0

lv 9
0

20 1
0 0

0

8
26
55

0

0 0

0 6
27

9
lA

51 6
0 0

0

13
iI9
55
21

244
7

0 0



%he females reacted much nexe strong~ to Niodel 1 plus male

scent than they did to Model 3 plus female scent~ as measured by the

waving response. The other two measures  number of bouts of rocking

and total duration of rocking! did not show this preference. This

inconsistency between the data in Table 4 and that in Tables 5 and

6 is due primarily to two factors:  a! three females �, 4 and 7!

which showed a areater veen~~ tn M~l 1 aa ~~o»~ w. +a



TASZE 7.--Responses of rect.-sign females expressed. as number of waves
per 30 minutes» Test pair �!

Nodel 1

 non-disy. male!
plus male scent

Nodel 3
 not-disp. fema1e!

plus male scent

35o

40ne-tailed Wilcoxon test, T 20, not significant at Oh.W.05.

TABS 8.--Responses of red,-sign females expressed as number of bouts
of rocking per 30 minutess Test pair �!

Nodel 1

 non-disp, male!
plus male scent

NocLel 3
 non-disp. female!

plus male scent

Column

57 117

%ne-taiM Wilcoxon test. T 32,5, not significant at o  %.05.

32

9
29

56 1
7

29

30

5 0

27 6 0 4
2 0

47 0
19

59
19

65 6

91

0 0 9 3
19 6
15 5

0

79 9
48

72
35

5 0
36

9
19

31 7
0



TQIg 9,--Responses of red-sign fema3Jes expressed. as total duration
of roc~  seconds!+ Test pair �!

Model 1

 non-disp. male!
plus male scent

Model 3
 non-disp. female!

plus male scent
Row

sums

Column

sums 306247 553

Wne-tailed Wilcox, test. T 32, not significant at W W.05 '

TaMes 10, l3. and 12 present the results for the ten

replications of test pair �!.

AXl three measures  nuiber of eaves, ~r of bouts of

xeckiug, and total duration of rodding! shoe that a mxlel of a

displayisg nuQe in combination vLth ma1e scent elicits a greater

response from red.-sign females than a non-disp~Mg male mod,e3.

plus male scent.

6
0

117 0
99

0

0 0
94

45

142

9 0

6
0

21l

45
23

241

0



TABOR lO,--Responses of red-sign females expressed as number of waves
per 30 minute& Test pair �!

Mxle3. 1

 non-disp, male!
plus male scent

MxLel 2

 displ~ male!
plus male scent

Female Row

sums

Column

sums 763

Wne-tailed Wi3.coxon test. T=ll, significant at QL, W.05.

TABZR 11.� Responses of recL-sign females expressed as number of bouts
of rocking per 30 minute& Test pair �!

lkxlel 1

 non-disp. male!
plus male scent

Mode. 2

 a.displaying male!
plus male scent

Row

sums

Column

sums 250

%ne-tailed. Wilcoxon test. M, significant at 5 0.05.

2 3

5 6
7

8 9
10

3 4 5 6 7
8 9

14

14
35

0

59
32

107
13

1

8 9
1422 6 4 3 3

13
66
2998 4
92
27
87
29

8

37

25

50 5 7 6
10

27
84
43

l33
26

4.

151
59

42

9 9
48

29
3972 9
13
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TA8IZ 32.--Responses of ref-sign females exyresse4 as total luxation
aZ rocking  seconds!+ Test pair �!

Motel 2

 disp~rLmg male!
plus mQe scent

Mod.el t

 ZLQIl-d.isp e male!
plus male scent

Row

Column

430

Wne-tailect Wi3.coxon test. ~, significant at K K>.05.

Figure 4 on the next page is a graphical comparison of me6ian

scores ixL each of the three test pairs ~

2 3
4 5 6
7 8 9

58 8
8 2

25

38
38

169
2

50

56
87

30

227
6

58

26
67

325
36



Responses of red.-sign females. Median scores for
number of waves, number of bouts of rocking, and
total duration of rocking  seconds!. Xe each case,
the black bar represents responses to Nodel l.

A. Test pair 1. Nodel 1  nonMisplagrimg male! plus male
scent vs. Nodel 3  non-displaying female! plus fema1e scent.

3, Test pair 2, Nodel. 3.  non&isplaying mala! p3us male
scent vs. Model 3  non-displaying f~! plus male scent,

C. Test pair 3. Node3. 1  non-displaying male! p1us male
scent vs. Node3. 2  displaying male! p1us maZe scent.
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Little quantitative Cata on the sex recognition system of mala

Calliaectes ~sa idue was cbtataed by the pretest study, stace I sas

not able to induce males ta respond to the mod.els. However~ various

observations appear to support Chidester's �911! a~peemt that

males cannot discriminate between conspecific males and. females..

In the experiments on blinded males, those individuals with taped

eyes grabbed other males Just as readily as f~s. Nales in the

expex'iments on olfactian showed no reaction to water in which premolt

females had been kept. Also, unblended, sexually motivated males

in water tables often grabbed any crab that came close, regardless

of sex ax' molting stage. These observations are not conclusive

evtdence, but they make it seem unlikely that males can recognize the

sex of a conspecific by olfactory, contact chemical, or tactile

cues, Visual cues may possibly be used by males to effect a

discrimination--the existence of female sexual displays woulii appear

to 'be a priori evidence for such a con!ecture. Alternatively, the

rocking and waving displays of females  which involve rapid memments

of the appendages or the entire body! may nareiy act to 1owex' the

threshold. of the male's grabbing response and prevent habituation~

especially when coupled with movement toward the male. Elec crabs of

both sexes seem to habituate very rapidly to non-moving objects,

including live crabs and. moctels. In the model experiments any



movement of a model immediately increased the frequency of the

female's response to it,

Published data on the speotsal sensitiedty ot C. ~sa plus

 QoMsmith and Pernandes~ 1/68! show that maximum sensitivity occurs

at �$ nannometers  blue-green region!~ and. that o~ a single

visual pigment is present. Condor vision therefore seems unlQta2g in

this species ~ This does not necessary+ mean that differences in

coloration between the sexes have no signal vatue~ since intensity

differences udght still be sensed ~ The fact that the chelae are

waved by the female during courtship is very suggestive, sMce the

fingers of the che1ae are so obvt,ous3g different in coiner  at least

to human eyes! from those of the male.

Female crabs, at least in the red-sign premolt stage, do have

a well-developed ability to discrhLLnate between adult males and

females~ as the present study has demonstrated. This wouM certain~

be adaptive, since a recently uelted female is defenseless owing to

her soft condition and wouXd be prey to any crab other than an adult

male ~

It seems clear that red-sign. females recognise males primarHy

by olfactory cues. When male models were presented without scent,

they were usua~ ignored; the same models together with male scent

elicited a sexual response from the females, When female mxlels were

presented. together with male scent they elicited a response equal to

that eH.cited by male models, When the same female models were

presented with female scent they elicited a much lower level of

response.



lKsual cues appear to play a subozdinate, but haportaxrt~ roLe

in femaLes, That is~ females wiU. not give a sexual display if they

are exposed to male scent alone; they a1so require a visual stimulus

in aiMition to male odor to release the display. The visual stimulus

can be re1ative> unspecific  either a male or a fema1e model! as long

as maLe SCent Xs present in the water. NOtiOn iS eVtdent+ alSO

important, f' oz females always gave a greater response to a moving model

than to one which was at rest. Females also showed a significant3g

higher level of' response to a model of a displaying male~ compared to

a non-display model,

masm 8   eel

the female's sex pheromone was released M the urine; sealing the

excretoxy pores with paraffin bLocked the reLease of the pheromone.

tu see if the uriue of male C. ~sa i@us uas the source of their

attractiveness to females, E made several attempts in the course of

this study to seal the excretory pores of males before placing them in

the scent buckets Unfortunately, E was never able to obtain a

satisfactory seal~ althcn~ a variety of sealing agents were tried,

The nature and site of production of the male attractant still remain

to be investigated ~

9he female's response to male odor and maLe sexual dispLsys

probaMg compensates for azar lack of discrimination on the part of the

maLs. Et wouM be interestfug to carry out tests on the abilI.ty of

ma1e axad female Ce sapidus to disc~ate between conspecifics and.

e

discrimination in females may depend on olfactozy cuesp since the visual



courtship disp3ays of raales of both ~C mar~inatus and, ~C ag~idus are

very similar  Teytaudj personal observations! ~ Comparative studies of

the oc~nce and taxonomic distribution of c~ship displays

throughout the Portunidae ~ be of valuej especi~ as the habitats

of various species range from the intertidal  e.g. Carcinus! to very

 ' ~ ~

When compared vfth send.-terrestrial forms such as grapsi4s and

ocyplxl id 8 j the c curt sh ip behavior of the blue crab doe s not appear to

be high+ "formal&as&"  in the sense ot &chase Llg68j, a "i'osnalise&"

encounter consists of a ", ~ ~ more or less fixed set of patterns

fo33awiug certain rulesn"! In the present study I observed a relative~

vfiLe variation in the sequence of action patterns during a courtship

encounter  see p. 33! j ax@i. in the orientation of the display vith

respect to the partner. Wright �968b! and others have cautioned

that such variation msy be a laboratory artifact--this needs to be

checks in fieM studies of C, sey4dus.

Bexual behavior in the natural envir :euent has not been well

studied in most fable aquatic bradqrurans. When such @oxen is carried

outj it may well be found. that commmication by visual displays has a

much urger role in the interactions of these animals than most authors

current+ assume, at least over short distances. The rockiagj paddlingj

sn& i'allis&-bash &isola&a oi' sale C. ~sa i&as en&  possibly! the wae&sS&

and, rocking displays cd.' females seem to be part of a visual comwmd.cation

system whi.ch is at least as complex as those described. for many shore-

iiving forms. It may still be true that chemical co~cation plays a

larger part in ~ aquatic species than in semi-terrestrial onesj but
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it shouM be noted that the possible existence of air-borne pheromones

& semi-terrestrial brachyura has not been experimentally investlgatef

to d.ate  Eartnoll~ 3@69! .

FemQe blue crabs~ if they are not mated, at the time of their

puberty molt, retain their sexual receptivity for some time. They are

able to copulate even though their exoskeletons are ~te hex'. E

observed several cases of this; one female fn particu3ar courted. and

copu1ateC with a male two and one-half weeks ~er molting. Zf

unmatecL, mature females are kept together in the absence of males, some

ind,ividuals will occasfceaL13;y' exhibit pseudo-male behavior, picking up

other females and attempting to hold, them fn the car~ring position.

Eowever~ this action differs from that of the male in that the chela

lateral display which fnvariab3y accompanies carrying by males is not

given in this context by females,

Pina33y, the result,s of this study are supportecl by the

observations of Dr Richard Jachowskf  personal communication! aanng

the Chesapeake Bay watermen. He r~orts that crab fishermen fn that

area occasiona13y bait their pots with live males to attract "peelers"

 red-sign females!, and some people catch females with a male on a

string. However, female pee1ers generally make poor bait f' or catching

males ~



1. Both sexes of the b1ue crab Ca11inectes ~sa idus Rathbun

 Decapoda; Partunidae! perform relative+ complex courtship displays
not comma~ observed in ather ~~ aquatic brac9qrurans. This

paper reports the results of behavioral studies conducted by the

author to determIne the function af these dpi.splsys in intraspecific

sex recognition.

2. The courtship displape of C~ ~sa idue have not been

described in detail in the literature. Therefore, a prelhninary step

in the present study was the compilation of a reproductive ethogram

r i,e, a descriptIve catalague af species-typical actign patterns! for
both sexes. Nast of the observations of courtship activities were

carried. out under laboratory conditions.

3. Fallowing compilation of the ethogram, experiments were

r rrri»»»rrrrrrrrIrI >iirr r r r» rr ri» rr ri»'rrjr r»iri'mar rj$'Igiiii~Il~illllllIQlllllfiiIlirrlllllllllliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii'iii
re: ested""

>f adult males

~playing! were

ie appropriate

test apparatus

separate~ In a speciality desIgned apparatus. Models

KfKl females In various postures  disp16gpihg and non&i

used as a visual stijnulus. Mater In which a crab of t'

sex and mo1ting stage had been kept was siphaned into

to provtrde an olfactory stimulus.



of the data for these immature females shmreC a significantly greater

intensity of response to certain test situations, namely those in

wbich a vi~ st~us  ~j ox f~Z ~el! ~s combined with ~Z

odor, The level of response was much lower in those test situations

involving either olfactory or visual stimuli alone, or visual

st~ In combination with odor fxom mature females. Male models in

disphqr postures elicited significant+ greater responses than

non&ispl~~ models~ ~ both were presented with male odor.

5. White-sign~ prepuberty-molt females did not respond in

any way when exyosed to the identical stimQ.us situations as the

red-sign females. This was interpreted to mean that white-sign

females have such a low Revel of internal motivation that none of

the stimulus situations tested were adequate to re3aase a response,

6. Mature males gave no measurable responses when tested in

the apparatus. Buzzer testing of males was discontinued.

7, The model experiments showed that prepuberty-molt red,-sign

females are able to d,iscriminate between adult males and females.

Olfactory stimuli appear to be of primary importance In effecting the

discrimination. Vision plays a subordinate, but important, role.

No conclusions couM be reached regarding male crabs, due to their

failure to respond in the test apparatuse Various obsexvations under

different conditions suggested that males are not capa'hie of'

discriminating between the sexes, but this remains to be demonstrated

experimenta33y.

8. 3emales oe Calltneotes ~antaeus notmaUO' mate only at the

time of their puberty molt. The ability of females to recogniie males
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is adaptive, since females are very vulnerable when molting and. would

be RL.lied and eat,en by any conspecific other than a mature male.

9. A summary of' the general 'biology of' the blue crab is given,

emphasiming those aspects pertinent to the present study. The

literature on sex recognition in the fami+ Portunid.ae is reviewed, and

a less detailed account oZ the literature on non-portunM decapois is

also presented. ~
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